Tractors: 1979 Model Ford 8700, and dual hyd, 20.8R 38 Firestone tires at 70% tread, front bracket and 5 suitcase weights, sharp tractor; 1980 Ford 2000 HP flat bed for 1975 Ford 7000, has 1760 hours since restored and rebuilt from rear end forward including the Dual Power in 1997, 20.8R 38 Firestone tires and 4 suitcase weights, was restored and rebuilt from clutch forward in 1993 at approx 6000 hrs and is now showing 8365 hrs; 1969 Ford 4000-D on 16.9 X 30' Firestone 151 tires @ 80% tread, 3 pt, 2 hyd valves, round fenders, 3 sets rear weights and with Ford loader powered by engine driven hyd pump and with its own control valves, 550 hrs since restored and rebuilt in 1996; 1951 Farmall C, rebuilt in 1996, has 2 hyd valves, round fenders, and shopbuilt 3 pt arms; Equipment: Athens #131 10' rotary wing mower, rebuilt in 2015; (2) Cobey Cultipackers, 9' and 10'; 7K bumper pull Cargo brand, electric dump trailer 10' X 6' bed, dual function tailgate and in nice condition; 1987 GMC 7000 w/ 366, 5 speed, 136,000 miles and 22' Grove rollback with winch; 1994 Parker 25' gooseneck, equipment trailer w/ ramps, and electric winch. Trucks: 1997 Freightliner F-70, 8,300 miles, single axle on air, currently set up with gooseneck ball hitch, orig fifth wheel, reconditioned DT-414 engine block; 1) used DT 414 engine block; 1) used 466 DT short block engine parts; 2)IH small framehydro units (656/H70); 4) Reman Ambac 100 series injection pumps and injectors; 2) reconditioned 414 crankshafts; 1) used IH D-312 engine; 3) reman 400 seriescylinder heads; and 2)IH small framehydro units. **PUBLIC AUCTION** Saturday, October 24th at 9:00 AM Sharp Horst Tractor Repair & Engine Machine Shop as well as Trucks, Tractors and Equipment used in Dennis’s Farm 819 New Franklin Rd, Chambersburg, PA 17202 **TERMS AND CONDITIONS:** Cash, Credit Card, or good check with proper ID, out of state checks OK if known by the Auction Company or Mr. Horst. **ONLINE BIDDERS will have different bid close times they can find on the online catalog.**